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Abstract: clayodor is a dirt like flexible material that changes smell dependent on client 
control of its shape. This work investigates the substantial quality of shape changing 
materials to catch smell, a transient and impalpable tactile information. We present the 
plan of a proof-of-idea model, and exchanges on the difficulties of exploring smell 
however structure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ongoing HCI research has moved past static and inflexible physical interfaces to 
progressively controlled materials. For instance, look into has investigated materials with 
powerfully changing characteristics, for example, shape, solidness, weight, and optical 
properties. For the most recent decade, scientists from CMU and Intel have progressed in the 
direction of the acknowledgment of Claytonias, a future material made by nanoscale PCs as 
particles[1]. This will conceivably empower immediate and dynamic client controls with 
programmable materials. Expanding over the conceivable outcomes of shape evolving 
interfaces, we imagine clayodor, a mud like pliant material that changes smell dependent 
on[2], [3] client control of its shape.  

We investigate the substantial quality of forming a mouldable material to catch a fleeting and 
impalpable sensor input: smell. By enabling clients to bring this material into their hands and 
physically shape it into different important structures, we are intending to investigate the 
potential mental model of coupling these structures with scents. So also. Further, we set that 
since smell is a particularly troublesome sense to depict, forming and trim articles can 
possibly do without the need for clients to endeavour at giving portrayals of scents to review. 
On a beautiful note, our work investigates how melding materials into representative 
structures fills in as triggers to aromas that associate individuals to past encounters[4], [5].  

In this paper, we present a prototypical usage of a pliable interface joined with smell-making 
gadget. The model is in fact fascinating, yet in a fundamental structure as its size is enormous 
and it has a restricted detecting capacity. Be that as it may, we imagine clayodor to be a 
material comprising of voxels inserted with small weight sensors and scent releasing circles. 
Different distorted shapes would make diverse weight conveyances and trigger the circles to 
discharge relating smells. The talk on constraints of current innovation will be exhibited in 
later areas[6]. 

II. PROTOTYPE 

Because of current specialized constraints, e.g., sensor size and affectability, we execute the 
confirmation of-idea model through outside detecting and dirt like material. The present 
model enables us to investigate client associations and evoke understanding. The model 
(Figure 1) comprises of  

 A weight detecting multi-contact tangle from Tectonic Technologies,  
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 An Arduino controlled piezoelectric transducer framework that produces aroma by 
vaporizing fluid aromas  

 Mud material for client control, and  
 A created case.  

Clients can frame the mud material into various shapes, and spot it onto the weight detecting 
mat. The tangle is incorporated with an AI calculation that recognizes various shapes. When 
the shape is identified and perceived, the piezoelectric transducer framework triggers the 
separate aroma[7]. The piezoelectric transducer framework comprises of various little plates 
associated with holders loaded up with various scented fluids. At the point when a specific 
sign is gotten, the comparing plate begins vibrating at high recurrence, transforming fluid into 
vapour[8]. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we displayed a prototypical framework that permits recovering fragrances 
through controlling flexible unmistakable interface. By melding weight detecting and 
fragrance making innovation, we investigated the likelihood of fine-grained route through 
various scents by means of substantial connection. The present model isn't all around 
incorporated, in any case, we imagine that clayodor will be a material comprising of voxels 
involving modest weight sensors and aroma discharging plates in light of the fact that every 
equipment modules' can be effectively decreased to little estimates. The subsequent stage 
towards this vision is to make secluded squares comprising of those equipment modules. 
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